Bachofen only in passing and with only superficial reference to Das Mutterrecht, the bible of the Cosmic Circle. And in a rambling essay on the potentially illuminating topic of "George's Concept of Love & the Gay Emancipation Movement," Marita KeilsonLauritz allows mere mention of the word homoeroticism to take the place of an analysis of the phenomenon.
But it is on the question of George's political allegiances and influence that the volume falls particularly short. As mentioned, George has been almost entirely forgotten today. Why? The editor proposes that, in addition to the lack of competent translations of his poetry, "George's relative obscurity can also be attributed in part to Rilke's reputation in the Anglo-Saxon world as the pre-eminent modern German poet" (2), as if there were only one seat assigned to modern German poets in the Anglo-Saxon literary table and Rilke inconveniently occupied it. The real reason, though, for the sepulchral silence surrounding George's name since the Second World War lies in the many connections -some overt, some subtle and complex -between George and National Socialism. This is an uncomfortable topic, but for too long George's apologists have tried to will it out of existence through silence or denials. And while it is not the only context in which to understand George, it is a critical one and cannot be ignored. Yet on this score the editor, in his perhaps forgivable desire to rescue George from one-sided interpretations that concentrate on the affiliations with National Socialism to the exclusion of all other aspects of his achievement, rehearses a grotesque conclusion. To emphasize, or even to mention, the relationship between George and the Hitler regime "is to follow in the footsteps of the Nazis who considered themselves the fulfillment of all prophecies" (18). Do not, in other words, draw a line, however tenuous, between George and the Nazis, for in so doing you would be employing and affirming the Nazis' own categories of selfunderstanding. That sounds like an alarmingly familiar form of intellectual intimidation.
In the introduction, the editor hopes that the book will help spark "a rekindling of interest in this crucial, albeit controversial writer" (3). That seems an unlikely result, but if it does occur it will not be for the reasons he must have hoped for. ROBERT 
